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Synopsis

Become reacquainted with these baby boomer dolls and the era of fashion reflected by these dolls. You will spot the favorite dolls of the 1950s and the early 1960s in the 142 color and 57 b/w photos of such favorites as Chatty Cathy, Miss Curity, BARBIE, G.I. Joe, and a host of others. An exquisite photo album ideal for any doll lover—now in it’s 2nd big printing. 144 pages.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a walk down memory lane for the Baby Boomer generation. I can’t tell you the fun I had doing the research! Here presented in color are the dolls that were cherished from 1946-1964, often considered the Golden Age of collectible dolls. If you like vintage dolls and those who loved them, then this is the book for you! A. Glenn Mandeville

Addressed to the Baby Boomer generation—yes that’s me—with absolutely beautiful photography. The great photos are the strength of the book. A nice slant from one Baby Boomer to another, it reads like a story. However, if one is looking for information on any dolls other than the most popular of the day, then you won’t find it here. My copy of this book does not include a Price Guide either, as suggested in the photo here. No mention of prices anywhere in the book—for buyers or sellers.

Photos are great, but the book is short on information. The most popular dolls are there, but I was really interested in the clothing of the period, which there was not much of. The book left me short in
teaching my students and antiquechild.com a full picture of the Baby Boomer dolls.

Great photos for anyone liking vintage dolls of this era....but don't rely on the price guide (go instead by 'real' prices sold on Ebay or similar websites) and don't expect lots of information.
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